
Good Evening

This is a 

Whole School Meeting



But first

From the cutting edge

International conference on 

the Nature of consciousness

Prof Max Velmans 2



Topics

• The failure of the scientific method to 

explain consciousness. 

• The likelihood that the transmission theory 

is correct

• Drug research psilocybin is now 

permitted.



PSILOCYBIN

• Prospective study

• Healthy normal volunteers

• No previous drug experience

• Profound personal and mystical 

experiences are common

• These experiences caused sustained 

positive changes in behaviour and 

attitudes about life, eg love, compassion.



PSILOCYBIN (2)

• Treatment – cancer patients

• smoking

• alcoholism

• Wide drug experiences are leading to

marked changes in society as the ‘60s      

hippies grow old.

Portugal – no anti-drug laws for 7 years, 

violent crime and addiction down

Is this the future?  



Our Charitable Progress

• We will be transferring our assets into the 

new company.

• We will be looking at governance 

structure.

• Hamersmith council may give us a licence 

for three years of scaffolding, so three 

years of income!

• We will be setting up the new trading 

company



Members of 

Trading Company

• Ted Wildey       Chair

• Mike Gleeson

• Stephen Skillman

• One Other from the MC



Any General Questions



Teaching 

for 2014

Welcome to the

the first meeting of the

Summer Term 

Year 2014



Health Warning

Do Not believe what I say: Try it for yourself



Three parts to study this Year

(Spring Term)

1.Sweeping out the rubbish

(Summer Term)    

2.    Illumination

(Winter Term)

3.   Transcendence                         



Non Volitional Living

Publisher 

Sentient  Publications

2004

Irish Man and

Chan Buddhist



Summer Term 2014

Lets talk about Illumination



New Book

Narian Ishaya
Balboa Press

2012

A guide to 

discovering divinity

English teacher of 

meditation and 

consciousness



Any comments on your 

home work?



How did your Good Friday go?



Steps towards our true nature

Will be studied this term.

Illumination



Your Last Terms Home Work

There is no Self and no Other.  

There is no wrong desire no anger no 

hatred, no love, no victory, no failure.

Only renounce the error of conceptual 

thought processes and your nature will 

exhibit its pristine purity – for this alone is 

the way to attain enlightenment.

 Huang Po  p. 64 All Else is Bondage



Our True Nature



The Functioning of Mind

Past                  Rubbish                   Future

EGO

‘Pure Essence of Consciousness’Pure Consciousness

Perceiver



Walking in the mountains



1. The Record 1962 pp. 27-28

H.H. “The Law of Seven is a repetitive motion unless there is 

escape from the Circle by full Realisation. Otherwise the 

movement repeats mechanically again and again.” Now he 

wants to say how the Law of Seven is described in his System 

as being easier to understand and very practical. According to 

the NYĀYA System, in the quest for Realization there are 

seven stages: (N.B. These all have long names: we are trying 

to get the root meanings of these names, but meanwhile affix 

our own labels.)

First Stage is the ‘Good Intention’, the ‘Right Impulse’ the arising 

of the right desire. This is the starting point which leads to:

Second Stage: Decision: This is the stage where rationally 

(intellectually) the man makes up his mind and can go further. 

He has no doubt about the Way, which is in line with his 

intention and conviction.

Third Stage:  Effort: Certain particles of fine matters have formed 

in the organism which cause him to strive towards Sattva

(Love).





4th, 5th, 6th ,7th Steps Ladder
Fourth Stage:  Pull of the Way: Where influences from the Way 

pull him from the outside world of sensory impressions and 

pleasures, so that these begin to lose some of their power.

Fifth Stage: Insight: which denotes that the man starts looking 

at himself and other things as they really are. He gets right 

values for everything; he realizes about things what they are, 

how they are constituted and what their properties are.

Sixth Stage: Abundance, which is the stage where the outward 

pull is nearly gone, and he is filled with abundance of Sattva or 

Divine Love and happiness.

The Last or Seventh Stage, which he calls Turiya, is the stage of 

the fully Realized man, when he knows Himself; he knows all 

that can be known; he knows how to do, and whatever he does 

is just the right thing – right actions, right feeling, right thought –

everything all combined. That is the Seventh Stage of the 

Seven-stage System of Nyāya for Self-Realization.



Apart from these two there is a third type of Samadhi 
which is a natural phenomenon, available to everyone but 
not tapped by us, not tapped by people usually. This 
Samadhi comes after the fulfilment of one desire and 
before the rise of the next desire. There is a point where 
there is no desire either fulfilled or unfulfilled. That 
moment in the life of individuals comes quite a number of 
times even during each day, and yet people do not realise 
and do not tap the energy which could be made available 
at that moment. It is a natural phenomenon but the energy 
cannot be acquired because people are not aware of its 
existence. If they could be aware of this stillness, then the 
energy would be available to them, like the energy from 
Savikalpa and Nirvakalpa Samadhi.

Daily Available Samadhi





This Samadhi is also of two types: one is Savikalpa 
Samadhi and the other is Nirvakalpa Samadhi. In 
Savikalpa Samadhi there is this knowledge of the 
Absolute, but in Nirvakalpa Samadhi everything is 
brought to a still point: there is no desire, there is 
nothing to be achieved, one gets into the present as it is, 
without any knowledge of oneself, without any 
knowledge of what one wants, or without any picture of 
the Absolute for which the Samadhi has been acquired. 
When one acquires this stillness in oneself, one should 
feel assured that there is complete lack of desire in the 
individual and he is certainly in union with this divine 
force, the Absolute, and all that follows after this will 
respond to the natural laws.



You become ‘one’ with reality



Turiya
Turiya is something beyond this - it is unqualified and since 
it is unqualified it cannot be called a state of the individual, 
so it is not enumerated as one of the states. In Turiya there 
is no notion of any sort: it is the Absolute by himself: that 
is Turiya, and Turiya simply means singularity - oneness. It 
is also known as Brahmi, as described in the Gita by Sri 
Krishna. Turiya is acquired when Sattva is predominant, 
and it is only through the predominance of Sattva that the 
stillness is achieved, and this stillness can be experienced 
in action, in Samadhi, in Meditation, in Knowledge, in 
Devotion - everywhere.

the audience of 26.9.75:



The Functioning of Mind

Past                  Rubbish                   Future

EGO

‘Pure Essence of Consciousness’



Have a great time this term

and

please make sure the mind is 

ALWAYS the quiet non 

commenting or undivided 

mind. This is required for true 

growth.



Punch through to the 

background layer of reality 

every moment.

And keep it up all the time



The End
Have a great 

hard working summer term





Your Last Terms Home Work

There is no Self and no Other.  

There is no wrong desire no anger no 

hatred, no love, no victory, no failure.

Only renounce the error of conceptual 

thought processes and your nature will 

exhibit its pristine purity – for this alone is 

the way to attain enlightenment.

 Huang Po  p. 64 All Else is Bondage



FROM Lin-Chin  AD 866

The Great Way is not difficult.

Just don’t pick and choose.

If you cut off all likes and dislikes 

everything is clear, like space.

Make the slightest distinction and heaven 

and earth are set apart. 

If you wish to see the truth, don’t think 

for or against.

Likes and dislikes are the mind’s disease.



Without understanding the deep meaning you 

cannot still your thoughts.

It is clear, like space, nothing missing, nothing 

extra.

If you want something you cannot see things as 

they are. 

Outside, don’t get tangled in things.

Inside, don’t get lost in emptiness.



Be still and become one,

and all opposites disappear.

If you stop moving to become still,

this stillness always moves.

If you hold onto the opposites,

how can you know ‘one’?

Lin-Chin  AD 866



The magician tells Osokin:  Like everyone 

else, you think that there are different 

ways of doing the same thing;  there can 

never be two ways.  But you will not come 

to this easily.  For a long time you will 

have a great deal of inner argument.  All 

this has to be destroyed.  Only then will 

you be ready for real work.  And 

understand another thing:  only when you 

are useful to me will you be useful to 

yourself.                Hungerford Group



Single Slit experiment

Classical



Two Slit Experiment

Classical



Quantum particles



Two Slit Experiment

Quantum particles

Observation of each one



Two Slit Experiment

Quantum - Mind



Meditators better than non 

meditators

Because they can attend better



Spirituality and

brain lesions



Discussion FIRST STUDY: Altered neural activity in 

parietal regions determines fast, reversible changes of 
self-referential RS representations in healthy individuals, 
showing a crucial role of these brain systems in RS. -
Delivering interferential TMS over the IPL (vs. the Vertex) 
increases the RS-IAT effect, namely implicit RS 
SECOND STUDY: 
The results complement those of the first study using a 
different TMS stimulation paradigm. 
- Delivering intermittent (excitatory) TBS over the right IPL 
(vs. sham or continuous TBS) decreases the RS-IAT effect, 
namely implicit RS 



Mindfulness Meditation



H.H. One should be able to see the things which are happening 

in the world—but only as a silent observer. See all the pleasures 

on the screen, but don’t be involved and moved off course.

All the exciting things which are shown on the screen do not 

colour the screen itself—the screen is pure white. It has no 

colour of its own—it just reflects the colours which are thrown 

on it.

So should we become like a screen where every part of the 
activity takes place—is allowed to take place, but we should 
become pure white and not be stained or dyed with any of the 
colours of the world. It is not one’s business to have any ambition 
or desire to initiate a new line of action. The flow of the gunas
(Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) should be experienced dispassionately. 



With the idea of enjoying the whole creation 

with this impartial attitude, one might ask 

where is the sense of being good—what is 

good and bad?—the question never gets 

resolved. In fact, there is neither good nor 

bad—it is simply our nomenclature. It is our 

preference for one or the other which makes 

one good and another bad—our impertinence 

which makes one good and the other bad.



If one could keep to this state of silent impartial observer, 

one would see that none of these things exist. One stays in 

the present, and one acts as the occasion demands and the 

whole thing passes. Wise men once discussed this question 

of deriving Ananda out of all the multifarious aspects of the 

world, and the discussion led to the conclusion that one 

should not entangle oneself with either side (physical or 

subtle) but should simply observe; because the Absolute is 

in everything, and this creation is a most efficient 

mechanical organism which is functioning according to the 

laws of the Absolute, so one should always see the 

Absolute behind all these passing phases. [Record 

1972, 2rd October]


